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ikipedia defines cheque truncation as the the quantum of latitude of cheque truncation over 

conversion of physical cheques to physical cheque exchanges. Casual observers may Welectronic format. This implies that the be tempted to discuss the issue of cheque frauds in a 

processes on the cheques can be carried out without cheque truncated environment. Such observers, 

possession or access to the physical cheques by the being aware of the various types of frauds associated 

paying bank.  The implications of cheque truncation with cheque clearing in the past, assume that the 

on the banking sector and the society at large are frauds relating to cheque clearing would increase 

many. First, cheque truncation frees the banks from when paying banks are no longer required to handle 

the burden of transporting physical cheques from and peruse the physical cheques before taking final 

branches to their respective central clearing decisions on them. 

departments and then onward to the clearing house 

and vice versa. However, careful analysis and understanding of the 

process reveals that contrary to the reasoning of such 

This saves tremendous amounts of money from the people, cheque truncation has proven to 

banks logistics costs. Aside, the banks are protected considerably reduce cheque frauds to minimal levels. 

from associated risks of having documents in transit: In fact, if the banks take full advantage of the 

Such risks include document loss, document possibilities of cheque truncation, cheque frauds, in a 

interception and document substitution among cheque truncation environment are expected to 

others.  This action implies that cheques can be reduce to near zero. 

processed by paying banks without waiting to 

receive the physical instrument. Imagine the speed The reason for this can be seen from one single 

that email provides for sending messages compare factor: Time to process cheques. The time to process 

with the conventional post office mail: That's exactly cheques in a cheque truncation environment can be 
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theoretically and practically reduced to few seconds from the point of cheque deposit 

to the point of getting value.  Meaning, cheques can be cleared instantly in a cheque 

truncation environment. Today, the banks are giving value to cheques by the next day 

after the cheque is deposited (this is a great improvement from the four days hitherto 

required for cheques to clear in the pre-truncation days for local cheques). Indeed, if 

the banks stretch their creativity further, the introduction of automated signature 

verification applications and the introduction of pre-confirmation of cheques in a non-

repudiable manner will allow paying banks to automate the entire process of cheque 

clearance and allow cheques to clear same day and possibly instantly.

Cheque truncation allows the banks to activate cheque deposits in branches on a slip-

free basis. This connotes that customers who deposit cheques in the banks will not be 

required to complete cheque deposit slips in the banking hall. What a customer needs 

to do is to specify the account number, and in a case where the customer has a debit 

card of the bank, a PoS or pinpad, as the case may be, this may be used to identify the 

customer's accountand the transaction can proceed expeditiously. The customer will 

get a receipt in lieu of the cheques deposited to the bank. The receipt is expected to 

have among other things the images of the deposited cheques. 

This process brings the customer into the entire transaction picture. It thus eliminates 

the possibilities of cheque substitution and introduces non-repudiation into cheque 

deposit process in branch.Another inherent benefit of cheque truncation is the 

capability of the banks to allow for remote cheque deposit from the premises of their 

customers using specialized cheque scanners or mobile devices. With this the bank 

customers can deposit cheques on a 24/7 basis without physically visiting the bank 

branches. The use of mobile deviceshas raised the bar. With a device such cheques 

can be presented to the banks for clearing and processing. Once the banks received 

such instruments electronically,the banks would seamlessly present them for clearing 

and ensure the cheque clears duly. 

The slight challenge with this option in Nigeria is the requirement of presenting banks 

to have custody of all physical cheques that they present to clearing. However, this 

challenge can be creatively managed by the placement of liens on the accounts that 

have cheques deposited electronically until the customer brings the physical cheque 

to the branch when the lien on the account for that instrument will be removed. 

It is the belief of the author that as the KYC and BVN systems deepen in Nigeria, the 

need for physical cheques will be downplayed in our clearing rules.It is tenable to posit 

that cheque truncation have introduced opportunities into cheque processing. These 

opportunities could only be imagined in the era of conventional cheque clearing.  

Cheque truncation will take cheque processing to the limits of speed, reliability and 

efficiency of other electronic payment channels while remaining a very cost effective 

option for making payments in the domestic payment landscape.
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PFS Simplifies Cheque 
Clearing in Banks with 
National Automated System

he process of clearing cheques in all MD/CEO of PFS, Yele Okeremi, explained that the 

Nigerian banks has been simplified with new systems allow bank customers to experience 

the launch of National Automated the benefits of shorter cheque clearing cycles, as it 

Clearing System [NACS] undertaken by “reduces operational cost of the banks” because TPrecise Financial Systems, [PFS] the the clearing departments of the bank “can work 

company that executed the cheque truncation smarter” and close earlier.

project of the Nigerian Inter Bank Settlement 

System [NIBSS], opening doors for more Nigerian He added that each time Nigerian government 

firms to take on more national challenges.  requests foreigners to “do what we could have 



done for ourselves, we are exporting prosperity and that opens up at specific times and closes after 

importing poverty,” saying that “this is a national stipulated time frames. 

and sovereign security issue. 

“NIBSS requested a more friendly application to the 

“If you go to any developed country, foreigners banks where the banks could do many things via 

would not be granted access to certain critical self-service”, he explained.

infrastructure in those countries. So why do we 

keep exposing our country to such sovereign risks? He added that NIBSS required a solution that could 

I think the fact that NIBSS has led the way in this help make the clearing process faster as some of 

direction, I expect other organizations to follow the reasons the legacy systems was upgraded.

suit”, he said. 

While itemising benefits accrue to the software 

He expatiated that the Nigerian economy would development and fintech industry in Nigeria, he said 

benefit immensely from this solution as it was the advent of the innovation is a declaration of “Yes, 

conceived and developed by Nigerians, “thereby we can,” from the ecosystem. 

saving some capital flight for the country”.

According to him, there are sceptics who do not 

Enumerating on reasons for the innovation, he said believe in the capacity and capability of a wholly 

“NIBSS needed to have a future proof system. The Nigerian company to deliver a project of this 

institution wanted a system that would help them magnitude to the nation's economy. Whereas, he 

to realize their vision of a faster and more efficient intoned, the truth of the matter “is that we are 

clearing system, that would be less resource black, but we are not stupid”.

intensive and that could accommodate various new 

requirements and practices in the clearing system. He acknowledged the PFS and NIBSS partnership, 

saying that his expectation was that the NACS 

“NIBSS wanted a system that can be incorporated innovation would “open doors for more Nigerian 

with the Bank Verification Number [BVN]. They also companies to take on more national challenges. The 

wanted a situation where they would have a truth of the matter is that Africans have the 

session-less system that would always be online solutions to African problems”.

such that banks could transmit their transactions as 

soon as they happen rather than a batch system 
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Technical Global

Saudi Arabia Licenses Foreign 
Entrepreneurs to Open Shop
More than 11 licenses have been handed 
out to entrepreneurs in different sectors

audi Arabia has 

licensed foreign 

entrepreneurs to 

set up a Sbusiness in the 

Kingdom for the first time.

The initiative, announced by 

several Saudi regulators, is 

to enable select businesses 

to establish themselves in 

the King Abdullah Economic 

City (KAEC).

The KAEC is the world's 

first publicly listed city and 

was established by the late 

King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz 

Al Saud in 2005.

"We believe the future of 

the (Saudi) economy is the 

knowledge economy, so we 

can't do that without 

entrepreneurs from all over 

the world," KAEC CEO Fahd 

Al-Rasheedsaid.

He added, "We've offered 

entrepreneurs incentives to 

come into Saudi Arabia so it 

doesn't only require 

regulatory approvals but 

also access to market — 

we're giving them free 

office space, free education 

for their children, anything 

that they ask for.”

Al-Rasheed said the project 

aims to take advantage of 

technological advancements 

like driverless cars, a tech 

currently led by U.S. firms 

like Tesla and Google's 

Waymo.

From Oil to 
Knowledge 
Based Economy:



his burgeoning market crosses all according to IBISWorld, the firm says improvements 

industries and sectors and aims to organize, in profit margin--now at 36%, on average--have been 

analyze, and strategize using the terabytes fueled by the acquisition of companies that offer data 

of data we create each day. In an services.Tincreasingly digitized world, everything you 

do creates an electronic record, every purchase, Large vendors have targeted smaller companies as a 

doctor's visit, or instance you "friend" someone on means to expand their own customer bases and 

Facebook. product offerings. IBM recently purchased several big 

data firms, including Netezza, which makes data 

As organizations continue to amass hundreds of warehouse appliances, for $1.7 billion. Other major 

terabytes of that information, they are looking for more acquisitions include Oracle's reported $1.1 billion 

sophisticated software tools to mine and analyze it, to purchase of enterprise search company Endeca, as 

help businesses better understand their markets and well as Hewlett-Packard's $350 million purchase of 

customers, and even predict what's next. data analytics platform Vertica, last year. 

According to the market research firm IDC, "big data" As consolidation continues, it might become more 

companies that address these needs had sales of $3.2 difficult to pry market share from these giant firms. But 

billion in 2010. Total industry revenue is expected to if a quick exit is top of mind, and you've got some 

reach nearly $17 billion by 2015, growing about seven pretty high-level degrees--in, say, computer science, 

times faster than the overall IT market. And while the software engineering, or market research--the 

business analytics and enterprise software sector of IT burgeoning big data industry might be the place for 

(which includes "big data") has remained steady over you to start a business.

the past few years, growing 1.8% from 2007 to 2012, 
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Apps to Power up your 
Productivity

Genius Scan turns your Android or iOS device into a 

personal document scanner. Next time you're handed a 

receipt, contract or other important piece of paper, 

simply snap it with your smartphone camera and Genius 

Scan will convert it to a high-quality PDF for easy 

archiving. 

Perspective and colour correction are automatically 

applied and a batch mode helps you quickly capture 

multi-page documents.  The $8 Premium edition adds 

the ability to upload your scans directly to cloud services 

such as Dropbox and Google Drive.Genius Scan
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Most web browsers include a spell-checker that can 

save you from embarrassing typos, but grammar 

errors are harder to spot. Grammarly is a plugin for 

Chrome and Firefox that automatically flags common 

mistakes and suggests corrections as you type. 

You can also upload pre-written documents for 

analysis and get advice to help improve your written 

language. The premium service checks for more 

subtle mistakes and also gives style advice, but it's 

expensiveGrammarly

If you've ever wondered where your days go, 

RescueTime may be an eye-opener. Available for 

Windows, macOS, Android and Linux, it runs in the 

background and tracks the applications and websites 

you use. 

You can then generate reports to discover where 

your time is going and set productivity goals, such as 

spending less than an hour a day on social media 

websites. 

RescueTime
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This useful website and mobile app takes the pain out 

of scheduling meetings and events. The idea couldn't 

be simpler: you set up a list of possible dates and 

times and then your invitees drop by the Doodle 

website and tick the options that work for them. 

You'll quickly be able to see at a glance when 

everyone is available and since recipients don't need 

to create their own Doodle accounts, it's friction-free. 

For even easier scheduling, you can connect Doodle 

to your Google or Outlook calendarDoodle

Apps 
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owever, the Central Bankers are looking at whether to introduce their own digital 

awake at night, as these private currency and are testing payment platforms.  

currencies threaten their control “The problem with bitcoin is that it could easily 

of the banking system and money blow up and central banks could then be accused Hsupply, which could undermine of not doing anything,” European Central Bank 

the monetary policies they use to manage policymaker EwaldNowotny told Reuters. 

inflation. With bitcoin smashing through the 

$8,000 level for the first time this week after a 50 “So we're trying to understand whether bank 

percent climb in eight days, they are also worried activity in relation to cryptocurrency trading 

they will be blamed if the market crashes. This is needs to be better regulated.” The global crypto-

why several central banks are advocating currency market is worth $245 billion which is 

regulations to impose control. Others are even tiny compared to the trillion dollar plus balance 

Global Finance

Bitcoin Keeps Central Bankers on Edge
Central bankers say the success of bitcoin and other crypto-currencies is just a bubble.

Bubble or 
Breakthrough: 
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sheets of the Bank of Japan, the U.S. Federal Reserve or the ECB. These institutions 

issue yen, U.S. dollars and euros, both by creating physical cash or by crediting 

banks' accounts, as is the case with their bond-buying programs.

Crypto-currencies, however, are not centralized. They do not pass through regulated 

banks and traditional payment systems. Instead, they often use blockchain, an 

online ledger of transactions that is maintained by a network of anonymous 

computers on the internet.

This has raised concerns about their vulnerability to hackers, as underlined by a score 

of incidents in recent months, and their use to finance crime. Crypto-currencies 

holders also have a claim on a private, rather than a public entity, which could go bust 

or stop functioning. For these reasons, and given their low adoption by retailers, 

central banks have dismissed cryptocurrencies as risky commodities with no 

bearing on the real economy.

“Bitcoin is a sort of tulip,” ECB Vice President VitorConstancio said in September, 

comparing it to the Dutch 17th century trading bubble. “It's an instrument of 

speculation.” China and South Korea, where crypto-currency speculation is popular, 

banned fundraising through token launches, whereby a newly crypto-currency is 

sold to finance a product development.

https:/ /www.reuters.com/art icle/us-bitcoin-cenbank-banks/bubble-or-

breakthrough-bitcoin-keeps-central-bankers-on-edge-idUSKBN1DR0MQ

Global Finance
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There was a time when knowing how to programme was for the geekiest of geeks. The case has 

changed, as most entrepreneurs, freelancers and marketers will tell you, learning how to programme 

can help you succeed. Over the past year, I've been learning to code. It's helped me to become a much 

better entrepreneur. You don't even need to shell out a ton of money or put yourself in debt to learn 

how to code, either. These 12 places offer coding courses for free:

12 Sites 
That Will Teach 
You Coding Free
Learning code used to require access to expensive books and classes, but no longer.

Institute
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1. One of the most popular free places to learn coding is 

CodeAcademy. In fact, more than 24 million people have already 

learned how to code through this educational company's engaging 

experience. At CodeAcademy, you can dive right in and take 

courses that teach you everything from HTML & CSS, JavaScript, 

jQuery, PHP, Python and Ruby.

2. Founded in 2012, Coursera has grown into a major for-profit 

educational-technology company that has offered more than 

1,000 courses from 119 institutions. While you can pay for certain 

programmes to receive a certificate, there are a number of free 

introductory programming courses in various specializations from 

universities such as the University of Washington, Stanford, the 

University of Toronto and Vanderbilt.

3. EdX is another leading online-learning platform that is open source 

instead of for-profit. It was founded by Harvard University and MIT 

in 2012, so you know that you'll learn about cutting-edge 

technologies and theories. Today, edX includes 60 schools. You 

probably can't go wrong with the free Introduction to Computer 

Science from Harvard University.

4. Founded in 2010, Udemy is an online learning platform that can be 

used as a way to improve or learn job skills. While there are 

courses you have to pay for, there are plenty of free programming 

courses, which are taught via video lessons, such as Programming 

for Entrepreneurs - HTML & CSS or Introduction to Python 

Programming.

Technology Update 
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5. AGupieWare is an independent app developer that surveyed 

computer-science programmes from some of the leading 

institutions in the U.S. It then created a similar curriculum based on 

the free courses offered by Stanford, MIT, Carnegie Mellon, 

Berkeley and Columbia. The programme was then broken into 15 

courses: three introductory classes, seven core classes and five 

electives.

While you won't actually receive credit, it's a perfect introductory 

program for prospective computer programmers.

6. Sometimes, you need to recall a reference book when you're 

stuck on a problem. That's GitHub. You can find more than 500 

free programming books that cover more than 80 different 

programming languages on the popular web-based Git repository 

hosting service, which means that it's frequently updated by 

collaborators.

7. If you've already learned the basics, and want to get into 

something a bit heavier - such as exploring the theory behind 

coding -- take advantage of MIT's free courseware site that 

includes classes such as Introduction to Computer Science and 

Programming, Introduction to Programming in Java and Practical 

Programming in C.

8. This is a community of developers, which include some high-

profile developers such as Bram Cohen, the inventor of BitTorrent. 

There, you can perfect your programming skills by learning from 

some of the leading developers in the world.

Technology Update 
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9. 
Based out of New Zealand, Code Avengers provides fun and 

interactive programming courses that will teach you how to code 

games, apps and web sites using JavaScript, HTML and CSS. Each 

course takes just 12 hours to complete and is available in English, 

Russian, Dutch, Spanish, Italian, Turkish and Portuguese.

10. 
Created in 2006 by educator Salman Khan, Khan Academy is one 

of the original free online-learning institutions. With step-by-step 

video tutorials, you can  learn how to programme drawings, 

animations and games using JavaScript and ProcessingJS, or learn 

how to create webpages with HTML and CSS.

11. 
Here you'll learn HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Databases, DevTools, 

Node.js, Angular.js and Agile by networking and joining a 

community of professionals and students. You'll even work 

together on your coding skills so that you can build apps for free. 

Here's the catch: you're learning those skills and building helps to 

help solve real-world problems. Code is available to non-profits.

12. 
This Google project launched in 2010 to counter Apple's HTML5. 

The site is full of tutorials, resources and the latest HTML5 

updates. It's open source, so developers can play around with 

HTML5 code. Because this is more advanced than most 

introductory courses, you may want to gain some knowledge and 

experience before jumping in.

www.entrepreneur.com/article/250323

Technology Update 



product review

The cooperative societies have common identifiable challenges. Members of these societies have loan 

mal-administration. They also default in loan repayment. Research has also uncovered that the cooperative 

societies have meagre or lack of investible funds in technology for better organizational governance. As 

such, they operate manual processes and systems. 

 

Most of these organizations are not established to rely on infrastructure that can speed up need for service 

delivery technologies. Because of these challenges, any technology provider would have to provide 

enabling infrastructures in order to service these organizations.

To this end, Acapella has reduced administrative input via self-service features. Acapella therefore, 

enhances members' service delivery. As software, it can trace transactions of users based on defined 

account's segments. It enhances ledger structure and control. Besides, it has the ability to facilitate easy 

loan repayment and savings by auto deductions from salaries while tracking any shortfall among other 

benefits.

1. Account set-up and maintenance 

2. Savings/loan accounts administration 

3. Multi-product loans administration 

4. Loans status enquiry 

5. Customized requirement, etc.

1. Multi-level account set-up and maintenance functionalities 

2. Robust savings accounts administration 

3. Multi-product loan accounts administration with robust enquiry functionality. 

4. Balance sheet, profit and loss account, loans and savings schedule, statements of account, 

member global exposure, log schedule, etc. 

5. Access to PFS's wealth of experience in application systems consulting 

6. Three-tier structured asset management functionality with control GLs and subsidiary ledgers for 

deals etc.

Key Benefits 

Value proposition 
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Acapella,Thrift and Loan Solution 
for Cooperative Societies
Running effective cooperative societies is now easier and profitable with Acapella


